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1. Introduction

Microwave and millimeter wave high-power vacuum electron devices (VEDs) are essential elements in specialized military, scientific, medical and space applications. They can produce mega watts of power which would be equal to the power of thousands of solid state power devices (SSPDs). Similarly, in most of today’s T/R-Modules of active phased array antennas for radars and electronic warfare applications GaAs based hybrid and MMIC amplifiers are used. The early applications of millimeter-wave MMICs were in military, space and astronomy systems. They are now also utilized for civil applications, such as communications and automotive radars. As transmission speeds in next-generation wireless communications have become faster, wireless base stations that operate in the microwave frequency range consume an ever-increasing amount of power. The mm waves (above 30 GHz) deliver high speed and good directionality and have a large amount of available bandwidth that is currently not being used. They have the potential for use in high-speed transmissions. Point-to-point wireless is a key market for growth since it can replace fiber-optic cable in areas where fiber is too difficult or costly to install. But the real high volume action at mm-wave will likely be in the MMICs for automobile radar systems devices for short-range radar (24 GHz) and long-range radar (77 GHz). Such radars will not only be used for collision avoidance and warning, but also for side- and rear-looking sensors for lane changing, backup warning and parking assistance. While only available in high-end automobiles at present, cost reductions in MMIC chip manufacturing could lead to significant deployment in all cars in the future.

SiC MESFETs and GaN HEMTs have wide bandgap features of high electric breakdown field strength, high electron saturation velocity and high operating temperature. The high power density combined with the comparably high impedance attainable by these devices also offers new possibilities for wideband power microwave systems. The SiC MESFETs has high cost and frequency limitation of X band. On the other hand the GaN transistors have the potential to disrupt at least part of the very large VEDs market and could replace at least
some microwave and millimeter wave VEDs. The hybrid and MMIC amplifiers based on AlGaN/GaN technology has demonstrated higher output power levels, broader bandwidth, increased power added efficiency and higher operating voltages compare to GaAs for performance improvement to meet future requirements. Very promising results up to 35 GHz are demonstrated by GaN HEMT technology [1]-[8]. Resulting power density is about ten times higher than that demonstrated in GaAs.

To make GaN cost competitive with other technologies, Nitronex Corp has developed GaN transistors on low-cost 100 mm silicon substrates (GaN-on-silicon growth technology). These transistors are commercially available which cover cellular phones, wireless LANs and other applications at the lower end of the microwave frequency spectrum (1-5 GHz). The devices for high frequencies and powers are in progress. This is believed to have a major impact in the future development of millimeter-wave systems. Since low-cost mass-production potential pushes forward the technology, a very high integration of circuit functions on a single chip is possible.

Si-based other solid-state transistor amplifiers are typically fabricated using a combination of silicon bipolar and laterally diffused metal oxide semiconductor (LDMOS) technologies. LDMOS technology works well in UHF and VHF frequencies up to around 3.5 GHz. Typical power levels for these devices are usually in the <200 W range; however multi-die modules can offer power levels up to 1000 W [9]. Although LDMOS transistors are also low cost but they have the power handling and frequency limitations.

2. Classification of Power Devices

RF power devices can be broadly classified into three families:

2.1 Electron beam devices (EBD)

Travelling-wave tubes (TWTs), klystrons and the inductive output tubes (“IOTs”) all belong to the EBD family. They all require multiple operating voltages, one of which is a high DC voltage (tens of kV) that accelerates the electron beam.

The TWTs are presently produced for all common microwave communication and radar bands. It has been recently shown that it is feasible to build an active 2-D phased array at X-band using TWTs that fit within the array lattice, one TWT per element [10]. The DC-to-RF conversion efficiency is poor, 25-35 %, implying severely increased operating costs compared to other devices.

The Klystrons has very high output power per device. At 30 – 2000 kW per device, the output power is 30…1000 times greater than that needed to drive an individual array element, thus requiring a very complicated system of power dividers and high-power phase-shifters to distribute and control the power flow to as many as 1000 elements per klystron. In a feed system of this kind, variable power tapering is almost impossible to realize. Also a single failed device will result in a large fraction of the array losing power at once. Also, the instantaneous power bandwidth of a large klystrons is only marginally sufficient, or even insufficient, to meet the range resolution requirement.

The IOTs also has output power levels in the 30 – 70 kilowatt range and are subject to the same complications as the klystrons with regard to the RF power distribution / feed / beam-steering system.
2.2 Power grid tubes (PGTs)
These tubes come in many shapes and sizes. There should be no problem finding a tube in the power range of one-kilowatt. A kilowatt is in the right power range for feeding an individual phased-array element, so tubes of this class could be used as the active elements of element-level power amplifiers. However, power grid tubes need multiple operating voltages, one of which is always a medium high DC voltage (> 2 kV), thus necessitating a fairly complicated power supply system, relatively short lifetimes and the more long-lived directly heated filament cathode types instead consume substantial amounts of filament-heating power, which reduces the overall DC-to-RF conversion efficiency significantly.

2.3 Solid-state Semiconductor Power Devices (SSPDs)
The maximum output power that can be obtained from an RF power transistor is limited by the physical properties of the semiconductor material, in particular the safe junction/channel power density. Increasing the junction/channel area and reducing the device thickness in an attempt to increase power also increases the junction/gate capacitance, consequently reducing frequency and power gain. The heat resistance between the semi-conductor die and the heat sink determines how much dissipated power can be transported away from the die at the maximum allowed device temperature and is often the factor that the ultimately limits the output power. Until recently, these factors combined to limit the practical output power of CW-rated semiconductor devices to about 150 watts at all frequencies from VHF upwards. But during the last decade, demands from industry for better devices for the base stations for 3rd generation mobile telephone systems have generated much R&D to push the upper frequency power limit to 100 Watt and even higher. When operated within their ratings, RF power semiconductors show excellent lifetimes, upwards of many tens of thousands of hours, primarily limited by slow electro-migration of the metal used in contact pads and bonds. Semiconductor devices often operated by a single power supply in the 28 – 50 volt range, thus simplifying the power supply problem dramatically as compared to all electron devices. An additional advantage of FETs is that, being majority carrier devices, they do not suffer from thermal runaway effects. Biasing is also very simple, requiring only a source of adjustable positive voltage; the bias voltage can be derived from the main power supply through a voltage divider or a small regulator IC.

A comparison of these devices on the basis of device characteristics is given in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device Type</th>
<th>$P_{\text{max}}$ (kW)</th>
<th>Drain Eff. (%)</th>
<th>Gain (dB)</th>
<th>Operating voltage (kV)</th>
<th>Life time (hours)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SSPDs</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>50-65</td>
<td>10-17</td>
<td>0.025-0.1</td>
<td>$5 \times 10^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGTs</td>
<td>0.5-10</td>
<td>50-60</td>
<td>10-13</td>
<td>0.5-10</td>
<td>$(3-10) \times 10^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBDs</td>
<td>0.1-2000</td>
<td>25-60</td>
<td>20-40</td>
<td>25-100</td>
<td>$(10-20) \times 10^3$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Comparison of power devices
3. VEDs vs SSPDs

Following are the main fundamental physical differences in SSPDs and VEDs;

1: In vacuum microwave electronic devices the electron stream moves without collision through an evacuated region between anode and cathode. As electrons pass without any collision, there is no loss in their energy (hence less efficiency loss) and thus no heat is generated during electron current flow through the device. The only heat is produced in the collector of VEDs, due to that energy of electrons which is not converted into microwaves.

In SSPDs, the electron current drifts between Emitter/Source and collector/Drain through a solid material and experience collisions. The electrons current waste some of its KE inside the device. Thus these devices have lower electron mobility compare to vacuum devices, which is an advantage for VEDs in terms of high power at high frequencies.

2: At long term high operating temperatures the performance of the device is degraded specially mobility is reduced which reduces performance at high frequencies. To keep the active region temperature of a microwave power transistor at acceptable low levels, the solid state devices need larger heat sink compare to VEDs, because the interaction region in VEDs is surrounded by Vacuum. For this purpose the base plate for solid state devices must be kept at or below 30 C, while VEDs can operate with base plate temperatures of 250 C.

3: In solid state devices the long term ionizing radiations must be avoided to prevent device degradation, while VEDs are virtually immune to ionizing radiation fluxes which make them suitable choice for the applications in space.

4: The VEDs have high electric field and power densities compare to solid state devices.

5: The SSPDs are smaller in size and low cost compare to VEDs.

6: The SSPDs are easy to fabricate compare to VEDs.

4. Why GaN transistors but not GaAs?

GaAs-based amplifiers are well-known devices currently used as pre-driver, driver, and even final-stage amplifiers for radar applications. GaN transistors and MMICs challenge GaAs technology mostly in high-bandwidth, high power applications, because, due to the smaller required device periphery for a given specified output power, good impedance matching can be achieved for GaN FETs over a broader frequency range than for GaAs pHEMTs. Also, Practical manufacturing of much higher power GaAs FETs than those currently available is facing significant technical difficulties.

The wide bandgap of GaN increases the breakdown field by five times and the power density by a factor of 10 to 20, compared with GaAs-based devices. The GaN components are therefore smaller and have a lower capacitance for the same operating power, which means that amplifiers can operate over a wider bandwidth while exhibiting good input and output matching.

GaN devices are also highly efficient because they can operate at higher voltages (24–35 V, compared with 5–8 V for GaAs-based devices at millimeter-wave frequencies), as well as having a lower on resistance. The high voltage also improves the power supply efficiency,
while the two dimensional electron gas (2DEG) produces a high electron velocity, ensuring good signal gain at K, Q and even W band frequencies. The unique attribute of the AlGaN/GaN structure is the possibility of building high channel charge, which increases the device’s current handling capability. Because GaN is a strongly polar material, the strain resulting from growing lattice-mismatched AlGaN on GaN induces a piezoelectric charge. This supplies additional electrons to the HEMT channel. This total channel charge is roughly four to five times higher than for AlGaAs/GaAs HEMTs. This piezoelectric property is a unique power-boosting bonus factor for AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. GaN devices built on SiC substrates have a thermal conductivity 10 times higher than those fabricated using GaAs, which means that these wide bandgap devices can operate at higher power densities. GaN HEMTs can also work at higher temperatures, which reduce the need for cooling and allows for a more compact module design. The comparison in GaAs and GaN on the basis of parameters required for high power performance is summarized in Table 2.

The introduction of GaN on Silicon (most highly refined semiconductor substrates in the world are silicon wafers) is another great advantage in terms of cost. High volume production is possible because of growth on large silicon substrate. This GaN-on-silicon approach yields a low-cost, high-performance platform for high-frequency, high-power products, which is a potentially exciting combination. The most important is the process similarities of HEMT in both technologies; hence GaN HEMT can share production process with GaAs HEMT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>GaAs</th>
<th>GaN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Operating Voltage (Volts)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Current (mA)</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>~1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Breakdown Voltage (Volts)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>&gt;100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Power Density (W/mm)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>&gt;8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Comparison of GaN and GaAs

5. New Developments in GaN Technology

In only 16 years (since 1993), GaN-based transistors have evolved tremendously from a poor initial performance [11] to worldwide commercialization as power amplifiers in the S and X bands [12]. To increase their frequency of operation to millimeter and sub millimeter wave frequencies, improved growth in combination with the introduction of new device structures [13]-[15] have been reported. These new structures have allowed devices with a current gain cutoff frequency $f_t$ in excess of 150 GHz and a maximum oscillation frequency...
$f_{\text{max}}$ of 230 GHz in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs with a gate length of 100 nm [13]. GaN MMICs up to Ka-Band have been presented [16-19], showing power densities up to 5 W/mm at 50 Ω load impedance.

AlGaN/GaN HEMTs grown on silicon (111) high-resistivity substrates with cutoff frequencies $f_t = 90$ GHz and $f_{\text{MAX}} = 105$ GHz have been demonstrated [20]. The results indicate that GaN-on-Si technology is a viable low-cost alternative to mm-wave transistors and that it suffers no significant raw speed disadvantages in terms of channel electron transport in comparison to devices fabricated on sapphire or SiC substrates. Further device scaling and improvements in epitaxial layer design are expected to lead to $f_t$ values well in excess of 100 GHz for AlGaN/GaN on Si technology.

Fujitsu Develops World’s First Gallium-Nitride HEMT able to cut power in standby mode and achieve high output of over 100 W, that features a new structure ideal for use in amplifiers for microwave and millimeter-wave transmissions, frequency ranges for which usage is expected to grow. This technological advance will contribute to higher output and lower power consumption in microwave and millimeter-wave transmission amplifiers for high-speed wireless communications [21]. A record power density of 10.5 W/mm with 34% power added efficiency (PAE) has been measured at 40 GHz in MOCVD-grown HEMTs biased at $D_S = 30$ V [22]. A commercial company Aethercomm believes that if the trends in GaN advancement are maintained at their current rate, the predicted performance of GaN HEMTs in the year 2010 will be as depicted in Figure 1. As shown, GaN will soon overtake all of its competitors in every category [23].

The low parasitic capacitance and high breakdown voltage of GaN HEMTs makes them ideal for class-E and class-F high efficiency amplifier modes. Recently, several GaN transistor vendors have implemented class-E & F amplifiers in hybrid form. Typical results are ten watts output power with efficiencies above 80 percent [24], [25].

![Fig. 1. Evolution of GaN FET performance [23]](image-url)
A Comtech PST company has released a new high power 500 W broadband amplifier based on latest Gallium Nitride (GaN) device technology biased in class-AB mode at an input power of 0 dBm, covering the frequency range of 1-3 GHz. The amplifier offers excellent efficiency, high gain (minimum 57 dB), and linear dynamic range [26].

An S-band, 800 W GaN HEMT is released from Eudyna Device Co. Ltd. An output power of 851 W and a drain efficiency of 57.4 percent were reported at 2.9 GHz, with a 200 μs pulse width, a 10 percent duty cycle and 65 V drain-source voltage supply (Vds) [27].

GaN devices are now becoming available for pulse operated applications. A high power amplifier developed for X-band weather radar [28]. It delivers over 250 W of output power in the range of 9.1 to 9.6 GHz with at least 38 dB gains and a PAE of 21 percent. Figure 2 shows a photograph of a GaN SSPA transmitter for radar that uses GaN HEMT amplifiers and a photo of the weather radar using that amplifier [29]. SSPAs, have successfully reduced the equipment size to one sixth of that of the existing equipment, using electronic tubes. It is the first practical weather radar using SSPA.

Power amplifiers for a next generation of T/R modules in future active array antennas are realized as monolithically integrated circuits on the bases of novel AlGaN/GaN HEMT structures. Both, driver and high power amplifiers were designed for X-band frequencies. Amplifier chains integrated on multi-layer LTCC substrates demonstrated an output power levels up to 30W [30]. A photo of another X-band 20 W T/R module is shown in Fig. 3 [31].
6. Emerging applications

Millimeter (mm) wavelengths reside at 30-300 GHz. The current and emerging applications are in the early stages of creating a demand for MMICs based on gallium arsenide (GaAs) and GaN technologies. Digital radio transceivers for cellular communications backhaul and ground terminal transceivers for very small aperture terminals (VSATs) already employ mm-wave band MMICs. Most VSATs now operate in the Ku band (12 GHz to 18 GHz) but in the future will be moving higher in frequency to Ka band (26 GHz to 40 GHz). Most of the excitement, however, for the future growth of mm-wave technology lies in E-band (60 GHz to 90 GHz).

These bands are intended to encourage a range of new products and services including point-to-point wireless local-area networks and broadband Internet access. Point-to-point wireless is a key market for growth since it can replace fiber-optic cable in areas where fiber is too difficult or costly to install. But the real high volume action at mm-wave will likely be in the automotive radar market at 77 GHz. While only available in high-end automobiles at present, cost reductions in MMIC chip manufacturing could lead to significant deployment in all cars in the future. Such radars will not only be used for collision avoidance and warning, but also for side- and rear-looking sensors for lane changing, backup warning and parking assistance.

Similarly active antenna arrays and radar transmitters operating at W-band, especially 94 GHz, offer superior performance through clouds, fog, and smoke. W band spans roughly 70 to 110 GHz and can be used for communications, radar and non-lethal weapons systems.
Novel wide bandgap RF circuit technology is sought for radar operation at W-band in brownout and degraded visibility conditions. This need has led to interest in the development of W-band high power, high efficiency amplifiers, which are currently realized almost exclusively in gallium arsenide (GaAs) and indium phosphide (InP) material systems due to their high transition frequency (Ft) performance [32], [33]. However, use of these devices has resulted in larger device peripheries for a given specified output power, more combining structures, higher combining losses, and lower power densities. These device technologies are not capable of meeting future peak power requirements. On the other hand, wide bandgap device technologies such as gallium nitride (GaN) can overcome these limitations as they can operate at higher voltages and have demonstrated power handling capabilities on the order 10x greater than that of GaAs or InP technologies. A three stage GaN MMIC power amplifiers for E-band radio applications is demonstrated that produce 500 mW of saturated output power in CW mode and have > 12 dB of associated power gain. The output power density from 300 μm output gate width GaN MMICs is seven times higher than the power density of commercially available GaAs pHEMT MMICs in this frequency range [34].

7. Millimeter band is not yet widely used. Why?

Due to faster transmission speeds in next-generation wireless communications, wireless base stations consume an ever-increasing amount of power. The millimeter wave frequency range above 30 GHz has a large amount of available bandwidth, because it delivers high speed and good directionality, its potential for use in high-speed transmissions is significant. However, due to millimeter-wave frequencies being higher than frequencies for conventional wireless transmissions, it has been difficult to develop amplifiers for practical use that are both compact and economical, and thus the millimeter band is not yet widely used.

8. CONCLUSIONS

Future Communication, EW and radar systems such as Base station, auto radars, the active phased-array radar (APAR) etc. will require increasingly smaller, more highly efficient SSPAs. In case of APAR, the desire for extremely fast scanning rates, much higher range, the ability to track and engage a tremendous number of targets, low probability of intercept and the ability to function as EW system, will require an innovative and cost-effective SSPD technology. The EBDs and PGTs are seen to be poor alternatives for the power amplifier of radars and other communication electronics in respect of power supply requirements, output power, bandwidth, fabrication and potential for graceful degradation compare to SSPDs especially PAs and MMICs based on wideband gap GaN technology transistors. Recent developments in the GaN HEMT have made it possible to realize highly efficient amplifiers at microwave frequencies. The results of GaN technology in terms of $f_T$, $f_{max}$, power density, efficiency, bandwidth etc. both at microwave and mm waves indicate that it will be the possible first choice for applications in future microwave and mm wave technologies.
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